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Andrea Torsello and Edwin R. Hancock
Abstract—This paper poses the problem of tree-clustering as that of fitting a mixture of tree unions to a set of sample trees. The tree-
unions are structures fromwhich the individual data samples belonging to a cluster can be obtained by edit operations. The distribution of
observed tree nodes in each cluster sample is assumed to be governed by a Bernoulli distribution. The clustering method is designed to
operate when the correspondences between nodes are unknown and must be inferred as part of the learning process. We adopt a
minimum description length approach to the problem of fitting the mixture model to data. We make maximum-likelihood estimates of the
Bernoulli parameters. The tree-unions and themixing proportions are sought so as tominimize the description length criterion. This is the
sum of the negative logarithm of the Bernoulli distribution, and a message-length criterion that encodes both the complexity of the union-
trees and the number of mixture components. We locate node correspondences by minimizing the edit distance with the current tree
unions, and show that the edit distance is linked to the description length criterion. The method can be applied to both unweighted and
weighted trees. We illustrate the utility of the resulting algorithm on the problem of classifying 2D shapes using a shock graph
representation.
Index Terms—Structural learning, tree clustering, mixture modelinq, minimum description length, model codes, shock graphs.

1 INTRODUCTION
THEunsupervised learning of shape from a set of trainingexamples is a problem of considerable topicality and
practical importance in the field of computer vision. There
are two aspects to the problem. The first of these is that of
determining the set of shape-classes present and this is
effectively a problem of clustering shapes. The second
aspect to the problem is that of characterizing the modes of
shape variation present within each class. This latter
problem is frequently posed as that of learning a pattern-
space for the shapes and has attracted considerable interest
in both the computer vision and statistics literature.
These two problems have been extensively studied with
geometric characterizations of shape using both simple
descriptors such as landmark points on the boundary [4] or
more complex ones such as curve descriptors [34]. Shape-
classes can be located by vectorizing the shape-attributes and
applying standard central clustering techniques to the shape-
vectors. The problem of learning the modes of shape-
variations present within a class is a more challenging one.
A straightforward method is to capture shape-variations by
performing principal components analysis on the class
covariancematrix [4]. Amore sophisticated approach, which
can be traced back to the seminal work of Kendall [20], is to
construct a shape-manifold [34].
An alternative to the use of boundary or curve attributes
is to use a structural abstraction. Here, the idea is to
decompose the object under study into component parts and
to represent the arrangement of these parts using a relational
graph [26], [21], [41]. In particular, trees are frequently used
to represent the hierarchical arrangement of the parts of
shape-primitives. For instance, trees can be used to represent
articulated objects [23], [41], [17]. Recently, there has been
interest in the structural representation of 2D and 3D shapes
using their medial axes or skeletons. In the shock-tree, nodes
represent sections of the skeleton of the shape and edges
represent their adjacency relations. The branches of the
skeleton are assigned labels that distinguish the shape of the
corresponding section of the object boundary [33]. The labels
distinguish whether the boundary is of constant width,
tapering, locally constricted, or a local bulge. Changes in
boundary shape give rise to structural variations in the
shock tree.
Unfortunately, the problem of learning shape-classes and
shape-variations is much less tractable when a structural
abstraction is used. The main obstacle is that graphs are not
easily converted to vectors and, hence, standard statistical
pattern recognition techniques cannot be easily applied to
them. The reason for this is that there is no canonical
ordering for the nodes in a graph and a correspondence
order must be established before analysis can commence.
Moreover, the shape variation present may manifest itself
as changes in node and edge structure. Hence, even if a
correspondence order can be established, then graphs do
not necessarily map to vectors of fixed length.
To overcome these problems, the aim in this paper is to
develop an unsupervised method for learning a generative
model of tree structure fromunlabeleddata.We capture class
structure using a mixture model over the different shape
categories present in the data. Shape variations within each
class are captured by using a structure referred to as a union
tree. This is a structure from which each tree assigned to a
particular class can be obtained using node and, hence, edge,
removal operations. The nodes in the structure are assigned
weights to indicate their relative importance in the training
sample.We show how to fit this mixturemodel to samples of
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tree data by minimizing a description length criterion. In the
remainder of this section, we review the literature related to
this problem and underline the novelty of our contribution.
1.1 Related Literature
In this paper, we aim to take an information theoretic
approach to the problem of estimating the tree model. The
literature on description length methods is intricate and the
distinction between the different approaches is relatively
fine. Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to the
problem. The first to be developedwasWallace and Burton’s
minimum message length (MML) principle [39]. This was
followed about a decade later by Risannen’s minimum
description length formulation (MDL) [29]. The two ap-
proaches were jointly presented at a Royal Statistical Society
DiscussionMeeting in 1987. There is an interesting account of
the following discussion, which highlights some of the
differences in perspective. More recent and rather different,
accounts of the similarities and differences are given in the
surveys by Baxter andOliver [1] and by Lanterman et al. [22].
Both methods revolve around the use of the log-posterior
probability to locate a model that is optimal with respect to
code length. InMDL, it is the selection of themodel that is the
focus of attention, and the model parameters are simply an
means to this end. In fact, the model parameters are usually
taken to be themaximum-likelihood estimates and thesemay
be different from the MDL estimates. In MML, on the other
hand, the recovery of the model parameters is a central aim.
The two approaches lead to rather different optimization
criteria. In MDL, the prior on the model parameters is
assumed to be flat, while for MML this is not the case.
The choice of coding scheme is also important. The
simplest approach is to assume that the code-length follows
an exponential distribution. If this is not the case, then more
complex coding schemes including universal coding and
predictive coding can be used [13]. Of course, the assumption
of an exponential distribution leads to algorithms that are
more tractable than universal or predictive codes. In MDL,
the codes can be either one part or two part, depending on
whether or not the parameters are encoded. In MML, the
codes are two-part. MML has been used as a means of fitting
mixture models to data [7].
However, it should be stressed that the distinctions
between MML andMDL are not clear cut, and our approach
is as follows:We aim to fit amixture of tree unionmodels to a
set of sample trees (the data). The individual trees constitut-
ing the data are assumed to be sampled from the tree-unions
under a Bernoulli model. For each node of each tree union,
there is a parameter that describes whether or not the node is
observed in a data sample. These parameters are estimated
using a standard maximum-likelihood method and this is
hence consistent with the MDL approach. Our aim is to find
themixture of tree unions that best accounts for the observed
tree sample using a minimum encoding criterion. Each
mixture component is a probability distribution over a union
tree structure. The tree-union is a structure from which the
individual data samples assigned to the corresponding
mixture component can be obtained by edit operations. The
Bernoulli distribution describes the probability of observing
individual nodes in the training samples. The assignment of
tree-samples to tree unions is represented by a set of binary
indicator variables. The coding criterion corresponding to the
mixture model has three parts. The first part describes the
tree-data, given the set of treeunionparameters togetherwith
the cluster membership indicators. This is the negative of the
log-probability of the Bernoulli distribution. The second part
encodes themembership indicators given themixture model
parameters. This is thenegativeof the logarithmof themixing
proportions. The final part of the criterion encodes themodel
parameters. Here, we assume an exponential prior over the
size of the model. Our aim is to update both the membership
indicators and the tree union so as to optimize this three-part
code. Hence, our coding scheme is more reminiscent of those
used in MML than those conventionally used in MDL.
The machine learning literature describes a number of
attempts to use description length methods to learn graph or
tree structure. The main problems addressed are learning
Bayesian networks [14], [10], mixtures of tree-classifiers [25],
and relational models [11]. In each of these problems, the
nodes represent random variables and the edges the
dependency between different random variables. In order
to estimate the dependency of the random variables and,
hence, the structure of the graphical model, Friedman [9]
introduces a structural version of the EM algorithm. The
methoduses adescription length criterion togauge the effects
of structural changes in the graph, and model selection is
based on the minimum description length (MDL) principle
[29]. Building on earlier work on tree-based classifiers by
Chow and Liu [3], Melia [25] develops a model of the
distribution of tree structures. Formally, the model is a
probabilistic mixture of Bayesian networks, where the
topology of each mixture is constrained to be a tree. This
restriction allows for efficient inference using a structural
variantof theEMalgorithmand thishasproven tobeeffective
for several classification problems. Here, too, a Bayesian
approach is used for model selection. An alternative
approach to estimating the underlying representation of
structured data is found in the literature on concept learning
[8]. Here, the data is composed of identifiable semistructured
elements such as words in sentences and the goal is to
estimate the underlying relations such as the grammar or the
semantic affinity, so as to group observations into concepts
that are not known ab initio. A similar approach can be found
in [12] where the MDL principle is used to infer a grammar
from a sample of sentences.
Although these methods provide a powerful way to infer
the relations between the random variables or nodes in the
model, they rely on the availability of correspondences
between the observations in the training data and the nodes
of the structure that is being learned. However, in many
situations, the correspondencesmaynotbeavailable. Instead,
the correspondences are hidden variables that must be
recovered using a graph matching technique during the
learningprocess.Hence, there is a chickenandeggproblem in
structural learning. Before the structural model can be
learned, the correspondences with it must be available and,
yet, the model itself must be to hand to locate correspon-
dences. The problem that we wish to address here is
complementary to that of learning a graphical model. In the
case of a graphical model, the training data is accompanied
with complete correspondence information, but the structur-
al information is absent and must be inferred from the data.
When learning structural archetypes, on the other hand, the
data has structural organization, but correspondence infor-
mation is lacking and must be estimated using graph
matching techniques. Additionally, in the latter problem,
the structural informationmay also be incomplete and noisy.
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Recently, however, there has been some effort aimed at
learning structural archetypes and clustering data abstracted
in termsof graphs. Lozano andEscolano [24], andBunke et al.
[2] summarize the data by creating super-graph representa-
tion from the available samples. While these techniques
provide a structural model of the samples, the way in which
the supergraph is learned or estimated is largely heuristic in
nature and draws neither on probabilistic nor information
theoretic methods. Jain and Wysotzki, on the other hand,
adopt a geometric approachwhich aims to embed graphs in a
high-dimensional space by means of the Schur-Hadamard
inner product [19]. Central clustering methods are then
deployed to learn the class structure of the graphs. Horva´th
et al. [16] use edit-distance andpairwise classification to learn
logical predicates, while Hagenbuchner et al. [15] use
Recursive Neural Networks to perform unsupervised learn-
ing of graph structures. While these approaches preserve the
structural informationpresent, theydonotprovideameansof
characterizing themodes of structural variation encountered
and this renders them of limited use for the analysis of shape.
1.2 Contribution
Hence, our contribution in thispaper is tobring together ideas
fromgraph theory and statistical learning theory to develop a
method for learning the class prototype and class structure of
a set of unlabeled trees. Theoverall goal is to develop a central
clustering method that can be used to assign sample trees to
clusters.We apply the resulting framework to the problem of
learning a generative model for sets of shock trees. By fitting
ourmixture of tree-unions to sets of shock trees,we are able to
learn the shape classes present in the trainingdata.Moreover,
the tree-unions for each class can be used to construct shape-
spaces for the shock-trees.
The outline of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we
develop the generative tree model that underpins our graph-
clustering method and describe how it may be encoded.
Section 3 extends the framework to trees with weights
associated to each node. Section 4 turns to details of how
thedescription length criterionmaybeminimizedby refining
an initially overspecific model by merging pairs of trees. In
Section 5, we explore the relationship between the change in
description length gained through treemerge operations and
the corresponding tree edit distance. Here, we show that the
edit costs are related to the description costs (and, hence, the
node probabilities). Section 6 describes how the correspon-
dences can be used to map the trees onto pattern vectors and
how PCA may be used to construct pattern spaces for the
trees. In Section 7, we provide experiments which demon-
strate the utility of our method for the problem of clustering
shock trees. Finally, Section 8 offers some conclusions and
suggests directions for future work.
2 GENERATIVE TREE MODEL
We commence our development by providing some
preliminary definitions of trees and order relations. Let N
be an arbitrary set, a set O  N N is a strict partial order
over N if
1. 8x 2 N ðx; xÞ 62 O (irreflexivity).
2. 8x; y 2 N ðx; yÞ 2 O ) ðy; xÞ 62 O (antisymmetry).
3. 8x; y; z 2 N ðx; yÞ 2 O ^ ðy; zÞ 2 O ) ðx; zÞ 2 O
(transitivity).
Furthermore, O is said to be a tree-order if
4. 9r 2 N 8x 2 N ; x 6¼ r ðr; xÞ 2 O.
5. 8x; y; z 2 Nðx; zÞ 2 O ^ ðy; zÞ 2 O ) ðx; yÞ 2
O _ ðy; xÞ 2 O.
A hierarchical tree T ¼ ðN ;OÞ is the tuple consisting of a
node-setN and a tree-orderO overN , which is said to be the
topological orderofT . If ðx; yÞ 2 O, thenx is said tobeanancestor
of y and y a descendant of x. If ðx; yÞ 2 O ^ ð6 9z 2 N
ðx; zÞ 2 O ^ ðz; yÞ 2 OÞ, x is said to be the parent of y and y a
child of x. The node r that satisfies Condition 4 is said to be the
root of T .
Consider the set of hierarchical trees D ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tng.
Our aim in this paper is to cluster these trees, i.e., to perform
unsupervised learning of the class structure of the sample.
We pose this problem as that of learning a mixture of
generative class archetypes. Each class archetype is con-
structed by merging sets of sample trees together to form a
superstructure called the tree-union. The treemergingprocess
requires node correspondence information and we work
under conditions in which these are unknown ab initio and
must be inferred as part of the learning process.
2.1 Probabilistic Model
Our aim is to construct a probabilistic model that can be
used to describe the distribution of tree data. Formally, the
goal is to construct a conditional probability distribution
P ðtjHÞ for an observed tree t given the available structural
model H. To develop this probabilistic model, we make
some simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the
observed tree data can be modeled as a mixture over k tree
models fT 1; T 2; . . . ; T kg, i.e.,
P ðtjHÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
cP ðtjT cÞ;
where f1; . . . ; kg are the mixing proportions. Second, an
observed tree t is assumed to have been generated by the
mixture component T c through a simple node observation
model, where sampling error acts only on nodes, while
hierarchical relations are assumed always to be sampled
correctly.More formally, the treemodelT c is specifiedbyaset
of nodes N c, a tree order Oc and a set of node-observation
probabilities c ¼ fc;igi2N c , where i;c is the probability of
observing the node i in the set of trees assigned to the class c.
Anobservation fromamodel T c is a tree twith node-setN t 
N c and topological order Ot ¼ Oc \ ðN t N tÞ. We assume
that the individual nodes of the observed tree t are sampled
from the model tree T c as independent Bernoulli trials.
According to thismodel, thenode i in treesbelonging toclass c
is observed with probability i;c and fails to be observed with
probability 1 i;c. As a result, the tree-model T c generates
the observed tree twith probability
P ðtjT Þ ¼Q
i2N t c;i
Q
j2N cnN tð1 c;jÞ if t is an observation of T c
0 otherwise:

ð1Þ
In other words, the probability distribution is factored into
jN cj independent node observations. The interpretation of
thismodel is that T c represents the true tree structure, but the
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observation process is such that noise or sampling errors
cause somenodes to go undetected by the observer. The error
process is independent over the nodes of the tree. As an
example, consider the treemodel composed of a root and two
children with node sampling probabilities 1 for the parent
(root) and 0.5 for each child. This model can produce four
different observed trees and each of these occurs with
probability 0.25 (see Fig. 1).
Clearly, the structure produced by the observation model
is always acyclic. The reason for this that the originalmodel is
acyclic and the observation process can only eliminate edges.
However, if the root is not observed, then the observed
samplemight not be connected, and as result is a forest rather
than a tree. To avoid this potential problem, we assume that
the probability of observing the root is always 1. In this way,
the observation model can only eliminate lower level nodes
and the tree will always remain connected. In practice,
enforcing the observation of the root is not problematic in our
application domain. The reason for this is that shock trees
require the addition of a dummy root. However, the dummy
root is not actually part of the skeleton fromwhich the shock
tree is derived (it is simply the barycenter of the shape). As a
result, the root node is always present. We work under the
assumption that node correspondences, except perhaps the
root, are not known ab initio and must be inferred from the
structural relations that survive in the observed trees.
Returning to the example in Fig. 1, thismeans that the second
and third tree observations are indistinguishable.
The aim of this paper is to estimate the structural
model H and, hence, the tree models fT 1; T 2; . . . ; T kg, that
best fit the set of observed tree data D. The requirement
that the correspondences must be inferred from the
structural relations in the observed trees, means that the
conditional probability model is dependent on the set of
correspondences C between the nodes of the observed tree
and the nodes of the model tree. That is, the correspon-
dences provide information concerning the identity of the
model-node that generated a particular node in an observed
tree. Hence, the selected correspondences influence the
estimation of the node sampling probabilities. Clearly, for
the tree t to be valid observation of the model T , the
correspondences C must satisfy the hierarchical constraints
prevailing in T , that is
Hierðt; T c; CÞ ¼
8v; w nodes of t; ðv; wÞ 2 Otc ()
CðvÞ; CðwÞ 2 Oc:
Hence, the probability density for the observed tree t given
the model T c and the correspondences C is
P ðtjT c; CÞ ¼Q
j2N t c;CðjÞ
Q
i2N cnImðCÞð1 c;iÞ if Hierðt; T c; CÞ
0 otherwise:

The image of the correspondence map C, i.e., ImðCÞ, is the
set of model nodes that appear in the observed tree t with
node-set N t.
2.2 Model Coding
LetM be a k-dimensional parametric model, the MDL code-
length for a m-dimensional sample vector x is
LLðxjMÞ ¼  logðP ðxj^ðxÞÞÞ þ k
2
logðmÞ;
where ^ðxÞ is the maximum-likelihood estimate of the
parameters of M. The code-length can be divided into the
cost of describing the data LLðxj^ðxÞÞ ¼  logðP ðxj^ðxÞÞÞ,
and the cost of describing the model parameters
LLð^ðxÞÞ ¼ k2 logðmÞ.
Given our tree-model, the cost of describing a tree t given
the model T c and the correspondences C is
 logP ðtjT c; CÞ ¼
Pi2ImðCÞ log c;i Pj2NnImðCÞ logð1 c;jÞ if Hierðt; T c; CÞ
1 otherwise:

Hence, the cost of describing the data set D ¼ ft1; t2; . . . ; tNg
using the mixture model H ¼ fT 1; T 2; . . . ; T kg is
LLðDjH; CÞ ¼  logP ðDjH; CÞ ¼ 
X
t2D
logP ðtjH; CÞ
¼ 
X
t2D
log
Xk
c¼1
cP ðtjT c; CÞ
" #
:
Assume that the tree t can arise as an observation from only
one tree-model T c. We can encode this association using an
indicator variable~z that links each observed data tree to one
model. The indicator takes on the values
ztc ¼
1 if tree t is observed from model T c
0 otherwise:

Including the indicator variable, the cost of describing the
observed data given the model is
LLðDj~z;H; CÞ ¼ 
X
t2D
Xk
c¼1
ztc logP ðtjT c; CÞ
¼ 
Xk
c¼1
X
t2Dc
logP ðtjT c; CÞ;
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Fig. 1. An example of tree observation. The top structure represents a
tree model, the figures besides each node is the node’s sampling
probability and the labels indicate node identity. The bottom structures
represent the trees generated by the model, the figures below each tree
is the probability of observing it. Note that the second and third trees are
structurally indistinguishable.
whereDc ¼ ft 2 Djztc ¼ 1g is the set of samples generated by
themodel indexed c, i.e., T c. To this cost, we need to add that
incurred in encoding the observation probabilities ^c, i.e.,
LLð^cj~z;H; CÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
nc
2
logðmcÞ;
where nc is the number of nodes in model T c and mc ¼P
t2D z
t
c is the number of trees assigned to the model.
Further, the cost of encoding the correspondence mapping
between the observed data-trees and the model that
generated them is:
LLð~zjH; CÞ ¼ 
Xk
c¼1
logc
X
t2D
ztc:
As for the model encoding, we make the simplifying
assumption that all models with n nodes and their feasible
correspondences are equally likely. It is well-known [27]
that the number of ordered trees with n nodes is Cn1 where
Cn ¼ 1nþ1 2nn
 
is the nth Catalan number. Asymptotically, we
have Cn  4n. We also assume an exponential prior over the
model dimension, yielding a model encoding cost of
LLðT jCÞ ¼ nð2þ Þ þ const:, where  is the prior term.
Here, we deal with unordered trees, so the previous
equation overestimates the cost. The number of unordered
trees is given by the Wedderburn-Etherington numbers [40].
An explicit formula for this sequence is elusive, but its
asymptotic behavior is exponential. This leads to the model
encoding cost LLðT jCÞ ¼ nð þ Þ þ const:, with   1:31.
By setting g ¼  þ , we obtain the cost of describing the full
model H
LLðHjCÞ ¼ g
Xk
c¼1
nc þ k 1
2
logðmÞ þ const:;
where nc is the number of nodes in model T c and k12 logðmÞ,
with m ¼ jDj, is the cost of describing the mixing
parameters . Since the constant part does not affect the
solution, we will discard it from further consideration.
Hence, by adding together the different contributions,
the description cost is
LLðD;HjCÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
"

X
t2Dc
logP ðtjT c; CÞ
þ nc logðmcÞ
2
þ g
 
mc logc
#
þ k 1
2
logðmÞ:
ð2Þ
Let us return to the example presented in Fig. 1. Assume
that we have a sample of n trees generated by the tree model,
and that we wish to infer the structural model that generated
them. Since we do not have knowledge about the corre-
spondences, we will see only three possible tree structures in
our data, and these occur with relative frequencies 0.25, 0.5,
and 0.25, respectively (see Fig. 2). From this data, the model
depicted in Fig. 2 can be inferred. There are multiple sources
of bias in this estimation process that conspire to produce the
observed result. First, the use of the proposed three-part
code, which is not a universal code, does not take into
account the stochastic complexity of the models, nor the
number of distinct observations that can be made from the
same model. Overcoming this would be problematic since it
would require the computation of the dimension of the
isomorphic group of the structural model, that is, the group
of all possible isomorphisms, i.e., node-correspondences
from the structural model to itself. However, this source of
bias becomes increasingly weaker as the number of samples
increases. Second, there is a bias induced by the
ML estimation of the node-correspondences. By using a
single ML estimate of the correspondences, we do not take
into account that a model can produce the same observed
tree in different ways. That is, there can be more than one set
of correspondences that gives rise to the same observation.
This source of bias is, in a sense, complementary to the
previous one. The reason for this is that it wrongly penalizes
models which have a large isomorphic group, whereas the
first source of bias fails do to sowhen it should. Furthermore,
this second source of bias is arguably more relevant since it
does not vanish asymptotically. Overcoming this source of
bias is problematic since it would require that the data code-
length is averaged over all sets of correspondences that are
consistent with the hierarchical constraint. Work is currently
underway aimed at overcoming both sources of bias for the
general graph estimation problem. We hope to do this by
employing Bayesian approach to unify both model coding
and correspondence estimation. However, the computa-
tional complexity of the underlying problemmeans that goal
specific approximations must be used.
2.3 Maximum-Likelihood Node Parameter
Estimation
To estimate parameters of our model, i.e., the node
sampling probabilities, we compute the log-likelihood of
the sample data Dc given the tree-union model T c and the
correspondence mapping function C. Under the assumption
that the sampling process acts independently on the nodes
of the structure, the log-likelihood is
LðDj~z;H; CÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
LðDcjT c; CÞ;
where LðDcjT c; CÞ ¼
P
t2Dc logP ðtjT c; CÞ is the per-compo-
nent log-likelihood.
Let Ktc;i ¼ fj 2 N tjCðjÞ ¼ ig be the set of nodes in the
different trees in Dc for which C maps a node to i 2 N c.
Since the node mapping is one-to-one, Ktc;i is either the
empty set or the singleton fjg with CðjÞ ¼ i. Further, let
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Fig. 2. Estimating a tree model from samples without correspondences.
lc;i ¼
P
t2Dc jKtc;ij be the number of trees in Dc that map a
node to i, and mc ¼ jDcj be the number of trees assigned to
model T c. Since we are using a simple Bernoulli model, the
ML estimate of the sampling probability is c;i ¼ lc;imc . When
the estimates of the sampling probabilities are substituted
into the log-likelihood function, we have that
L^ðDcjT c; CÞ ¼
X
i2N c
mc
li
mc
log
li
mc
 
þ 1 li
mc
 
log 1 li
mc
  
¼ 
X
i2N c
mcIðc;iÞ;
ð3Þ
where Iðc;iÞ ¼  c;i logðc;iÞ þ ð1 c;iÞ logð1 c;iÞ
	 

is the
entropy of the probability distribution for sampling node i
from class c. This equation holds provided that there exists
an order relation that is respected by every hierarchical tree
in the sample set Dc. If this is not the case, then the log-
likelihood function takes on the value L^ðDcjT c; CÞ ¼ 1.
Similarly, the mixing proportions  ¼ fc; c ¼ 1; . . . ; kg,
are estimated using the observed frequency ratio c ¼ mcm .
With these estimates, the code-length becomes:
LLðD;HjCÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
X
i2N c
LLiðDc; T cjCÞ þmIðÞ þ k 1
2
logðmÞ;
ð4Þ
where
LLiðDc; T cjCÞ ¼ mcIðc;iÞ þ logðmcÞ
2
þ g ð5Þ
is the per-node description cost, and IðÞ¼Pkc¼1 mcm log mcm .
3 WEIGHTED MODEL
We can extend the method outlined in the previous section
to the case where the nodes have weights. When this is the
case, then we would expect the sampling likelihood to
reflect the distribution of node weights. Hence, the simple
probability distribution described above and which is based
on uniform sample node probability is not sufficient
because it does not take into account the weight distribu-
tion. To overcome this shortcoming, in addition to the set of
sampling probabilities c, we associate with the union
model a weight distribution functionWc. In general, c and
Wc are not independent. In fact, we would expect the most
relevant nodes to be associated with larger weights and to
be sampled with higher probability. In particular, we model
the mutual dependency by deriving c;i and Wc;i from a
single stochastic node-observation model Xc;i. The idea
behind the node-observation model is that the each node is
observed only if it provides a sufficiently strong signal. We
assume that Xc;i is normally distributed with mean c;i and
standard deviation c;i. As a result, the probability
distribution of a sample x from Xc;i is
1
c;i
ffiffiffiffiffi
2
p exp  1
2
ðx c;iÞ2
2c;i
 !
:
When sampling a tree from the tree model T c, for each
node i, we select a sample xi from Xc;i. If xi  0, node i
will be observed in the tree and with a weight wi ¼ xi.
Conversely, if xi < 0, node i will not be present in the tree
sample. Hence, the weight distribution Wc;i will follow the
probability distribution
Pwðwjc;i; c;iÞ ¼
1
c;ic;i
ffiffiffiffi
2
p exp  12 ðwc;iÞ
2
2c;i
 
if w  0
0 otherwise:
8<
:
The sampling probability is the integral of the distribution
over positive weights, i.e.,
c;i ¼
Z 1
0
exp  12 ðwc;iÞ
2
2c;i
 
c;i
ffiffiffiffiffi
2
p dw ¼ 1 erfcð	c;iÞ; ð6Þ
where 	c;i ¼ c;i=c;i and erfc is the complementary error
function
erfcðxÞ ¼
Z 1
x
1ffiffiffiffiffi
2
p exp  1
2
s2
 
ds:
An advantage of using this observation model for learning
tree structure is that it provides a direct indication of
whether a node is a genuine feature or simply noise. In fact,
the larger (positive) 	c;i, the higher the confidence that the
node is a feature. Furthermore, the distribution of weight of
the samples extracted from the node has a maximum value
at the mean signal-strength c;i. Conversely, if 	c;i is
negative, the node is most likely to be due to noise and
the weight distribution will decrease monotonically with w.
In the weighted case, the complete structural model is
represented by the tuple T c ¼ ðN c;Oc; 	c; cÞ, where 	c ¼
f	c;i; i 2 N cg and c ¼ fc;i; i 2 N cg are sets of node
parameters.
According to this weighted model, model T c generates
tree t with probability
PwðtjT c; CÞ ¼Q
j2N t
c;CðjÞP ðwjjc;CðjÞ; c;CðjÞÞ
Q
i2N cnImðCÞ
ð1c;iÞ if Hierðt; T c; CÞ
0 otherwise:
8<
:
Using the weightedmodel there are two differences in the
description cost. First, there is the change in the observation
probability and, hence, on the cost of describing the data
given the model parameters. The expression for the cost is
LLwðDj~z;H; CÞ ¼ 
Xk
c¼1
X
t2Dc
logPwðtjT c; CÞ;
where PwðtjT c; CÞ is the probability of the weighted
observation model. The second difference derives from
the added complexity of the model. Specifically, the model
now has two parameters per node, instead of just one
parameter in the unweighted case. Hence, the cost of
describing the parameters is now
LLwð	^ ; ^j~z;H; CÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
nc logðmcÞ:
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All the remaining contributions remain unchanged, yield-
ing the description cost
LLwðD;HjCÞ ¼Xk
c¼1
"

X
t2Dc
logPwðtjT c; CÞ
þ ncðlogðmcÞ þ gÞ mc logc
#
þ k 1
2
logðmÞ:
ð7Þ
3.1 Maximum-Likelihood Parameters
Using the weighted node model, the log-likelihood function
cannot be expressed as the sum of the per-node entropies.
However, it can be expressed as the sum of per-node log-
likelihood functions
LwðDcjT c; CÞ ¼
X
i2N c
"
ðmc  lc;iÞ logðerfcð	c;iÞÞ
 lc;i
2
logð2c;iÞ  1
2
X
t2Dc
X
j2Ktc;i
wtj
c;i
 	c;i
 !2#
;
where wtj is the weight of node j of tree t, K
t
c;i ¼ fj 2
N tjCðjÞ ¼ ig is the set of nodes in the different trees inDc for
which C maps a node to i 2 N c, mc ¼ jDcj is the number of
trees inDc, and lc;i ¼
P
t2Dc jKtc;ij is thenumber of timesnode i
is observed in Dc.
To estimate the parameters of the weight distribution, we
take the derivatives of the log-likelihood function with
respect to i and 	i and set them to zero. As a result,
c;i ¼  	c;i
2
Wc;i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
	c;i
2
Wc;i
 2
þW 2c;i
r
ð8Þ
ðmc  lc;iÞerfc0ð	c;iÞ þ lc;ierfcð	c;iÞ Wc;i
c;i
 	c;i
 
¼ 0; ð9Þ
with
Wi ¼ 1
lc;i
X
t2Dc
X
j2Ktc;i
wtj
and
W 2i ¼
1
lc;i
X
t2Dc
X
j2Ktc;i
wtj
 2
:
It is clear that when lc;i ¼ mc then the likelihood function is
maximized by
c;i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
W 2c;i Wc;i
2
q
and 	c;i ¼ Wc;ic;i .When lc;i < mc,wemaximize the log likelihood
by setting 	c;i
ð0Þ ¼ erfc1ðmclc;imc Þ and iterating the recurrence:
c;i
ðkÞ ¼  	c;i
ðkÞ
2
Wc;i þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
	c;iðkÞ
2
Wc;i
 2
þW 2c;i
s
ð10Þ
	c;i
ðkþ1Þ ¼ 	c;iðkÞ  fð	c;i
ðkÞ; c;iðkÞÞ
d
d	c;iðkÞ
fð	c;iðkÞ; c;iðkÞÞ
; ð11Þ
where
fð	c;iðkÞ; c;iðkÞÞ ¼
ðmc  lc;iÞerfc0ð	c;iðkÞÞ þ lc;ierfcð	c;iðkÞÞ Wc;i
c;iðkÞ
 	c;iðkÞ
 
:
Substituting the estimates and dropping the iteration
index, we obtain the cost
LLwðD;HjCÞ ¼
Xk
c¼1
X
i2N c
LLiwðDc; T cjCÞ
þmIðÞ þ k 1
2
logðmÞ;
ð12Þ
where the per-node description cost is
LLiwðDc; T cjCÞ ¼  ðmc  lc;iÞ logðerfcð	c;iÞÞ þ
lc;i
2
logð2c;iÞ
þ 1
2
X
t2Dc
X
j2Ktc;i
wtj
c;i
 	c;i
 !2
þ logðmcÞ þ g:
ð13Þ
4 LEARNING THE MIXTURE
Our aim is to learn the set of tree-unionmodels that partition
the training dataD into nonoverlapping classesD1;    ;Dk so
as to minimize the description cost. Unfortunately, locating
theglobalminimumof thedescription length in thisway is an
intractable combinatorial problem.There are two interrelated
optimization problems thatmust be solved. The first is that of
estimating the tree-unions given the class assignment
indicators z. The second problem is that of estimating the
class assignment indicators z. One popular way of solving
problems of this sort is to use the Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [5], and to treat the class indicators asmissing data.
However, it is not easilyusedheredue to the structural nature
of the class tree unionmodels. Since the tree unions are found
by recursively merging sample trees, they are data-depen-
dent pattern space models. The domain of the optimization
process depends on the tree samples assigned to the clusters.
Hence, we resort to a local search technique, whose main
requirement is that we can optimally merge two tree models.
The approach is as follows:
. Commence with an overly specific model. We use a
structural model per sample-tree, where each model
is equiprobable and structurally identical to the
respective sample-tree, and each node has unit
sample probability.
. Iteratively generalize the model by merging pairs of
tree-unions. The candidates formerging are chosen so
that they maximally decrease the description length.
. The algorithm stops when there are no merges
remaining that can decrease the description length.
This is clearly a variant of the hierarchical clustering
method outlined in [18] in which the topmost level and,
hence, the composition of the extracted clusters is controlled
by the description length criterion.
We merge two tree models by calculating their tree-
union that is a superstructure that has the property that the
original trees can be obtained from it using a sequence of
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node removal operations (see Fig. 3). This means that the
hierarchical constraints of the original models and, hence, of
all the trees assigned to them is preserved. This, in turn,
means that all the trees assigned to the merged model are
valid observations of the model.
Given two tree models T 1 and T 2, we wish to construct a
union T^ whose structure respects the hierarchical con-
straints present in both T 1 and T 2, and that also minimizes
the description cost for the merged model T^ and data
D^ ¼ D1 [ D2, where D1 and D2 are the sample sets used to
learn T 1 and T 2, respectively. Since the trees T 1 and T 2
already assign node correspondences C1 and C2 from the
data samples to the model, we can simply find a map M
from the nodes in T 1 and T 2 to T^ and transitively extend
the correspondences from the samples in D^ to the final
model T^ in such a way that, given two nodes v 2 N 1 and
v0 2 N 2, then C^ðvÞ ¼ C^ðv0Þ , v0 ¼ MðvÞ.
Posed as the merge of two structures, the correspondence
problem is reduced to that of finding the set of nodes in T 1
and T 2 that are common to both trees. For each pair of nodes,
we consider the two alternative hypotheses. The first is that
the nodesmatch, and this strengthens the confidence that the
nodes correspond to a feature of the model. The second
hypothesis is that the two nodes do not match, and this
reinforces the confidence that they represent structural noise.
We compare the description cost incurred in by the alter-
nativehypotheses. Startingwith the twostructures,wemerge
the sets of nodes that reduces the description length by the
largest amount, while still satisfying the hierarchical con-
straint. That iswemerge nodes u and v of T 1 with node u0 and
v0 of T 2, respectively, if and only if ðu; vÞ 2 O1 , ðu0; v0Þ 2 O2,
whereO1 andO2 are the tree-order relations ofmodelsT 1 and
T 2, respectively. This generalization process allows us to
circumvent the problem of directly modeling the detailed
probability distribution for structural noise. Instead,we learn
the distribution from the data samples.
From (4) and (12), we see that the description length is
linear with respect to the contribution from each node of
each component of the mixture. This allows us to pose the
minimization of the description length as a linear optimiza-
tion problem with a combinatorial constraint. In particular,
as we will show in the next section, we can pose the model-
merging problem as an instance of a particular minimum
tree edit-distance problem.
Letm1 ¼ jD1j andm2 ¼ jD2jbe the number of tree samples
from D^ that are respectively assigned to T 1 and T 2. Further,
let lv and lv0 be thenumberof times thenodesvandv
0 inT 1 and
T 2 are observed in the trees in D1 and D2, respectively. With
the unweightedmodel, if the two nodes are not merged, then
the sampling probabilities are v ¼ lvm1þm2 and v0 ¼
l0v
m1þm2 ,
respectively, while the sampling probability of the merged
node is ðvv0Þ ¼ lvþlv0m1þm2 . Hence, the description length advan-
tage obtained by merging the nodes v and v0 is
Aðv; v0Þ ¼ LLvðD^; T^ jCÞ þ LLv0 ðD^; T^ jCÞ  LLvv0 ðD^; T^ jCÞ
¼ ðm1 þm2Þ IðvÞ þ Iðv0 Þ  Iððvv0ÞÞ
	 

þ 1
2
logðm1 þm2Þ þ g:
ð14Þ
When using the weighted model the advantage is:
Awðv; v0Þ ¼ LLvwðD^; T^ jCÞ
þ LLv0wðD^; T^ jCÞ  LLvv
0
w ðD^; T^ jCÞ:
ð15Þ
In both the unweighted or the weighted cases, the set of
merges M that minimizes the description length of the
combined tree-union also maximizes the advantage function
AðMÞ ¼
X
ðv;v0Þ2M
Aðv; v0Þ: ð16Þ
At the end of the node merging operation, we have a set
of nodes that respects the partial order relations present in
both the original models. The order relation is hence
respected by all the sample-trees in the merged sample
set D^. The new merged set of nodes, order relation and
estimated node parameters define a new tree model T^ .
Among all possible pairs of model merges, T1 and T2 is the
one that minimizes the description length. Finally, the
learning algorithm is as follows:
1. Initialize the algorithm by creating one mixture
component per tree-sample in D and calculate the
description length of the resulting model.
2. For each pair of initial mixture components, calcu-
late their union and the description length of the
merged structure. The mixing proportion for this
optimal merge is equal to the sum of the proportions
of the individual unions.
3. From the set of all potential merges, identify the one
which reduces the description cost by the greatest
amount. If the description cost increases for all
merges, stop the algorithm.
4. Calculate the union and description cost that results
from merging the newly obtained model with each
of the remaining components.
5. Goto 3 and repeat until the description length cannot
be reduced any further.
To conclude this section, we refer to Fig. 4 which
illustrates an example of the merge of six sample trees.
The figure shows the structural archetype of the merged
models after each stage. The shading of the nodes represents
their sampling probabilities, and the higher the probability,
the darker the node.
5 TREE EDIT-DISTANCE
As noted in earlier, the description length advantage is
related to the edit distance between tree structures. This is
an important observation. One of the difficulties with graph
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Fig. 3. The new model is obtained by merging matching nodes.
edit distance [31], [6] is that there is no clear methodology
for assigning costs to edit operations. By contrast, in the
work reported in this paper the description length changes
associated with tree merge operations are determined by
the node probabilities, and these, in turn, may be estimated
from the available tree-samples. By establishing a link
between edit-distance and description length, we provide a
means by which edit costs may be estimated.
Hence, in this section, we review the computation of tree
edit-distance developed in our previous work [37]. In
particular, we describe how tree edit distance may be used
to estimate node-correspondences and give an overview of
the algorithm we use to approximate the computation of
tree edit distance.
The idea behind edit distance is that it is possible to
identify a set of basic edit operations on nodes and edges of a
structure, and to associate with these operations a cost. The
edit-distance is found by searching for the sequence of edit
operations that will make the two graphs isomorphic with
one-another and which have minimum cost. The optimal
sequence can be found using only structure reducing
operations. This can be explained by the fact that we can
transform node insertions in one tree into node removals in
the other. Thismeans that the edit distance between two trees
is completely determined by the subset of residual nodes
remaining after the optimal removal sequence or, equiva-
lently, by the nodes that are in correspondence. This means
that the constraints imposed by the edit-distance framework
on the set of matching nodes are equivalent to those required
to merge nodes on the model archetypes. Namely, that they
preserve the hierarchy present in the two original structures.
The edit-distance between trees t and t0 can be
defined in terms of the nodes matched by the optimal
correspondence M:
Deditðt; t0Þ ¼
X
u 62DomðMÞ
ru þ
X
v 62ImðMÞ
rv þ
X
ðu;vÞ2M
mu;v: ð17Þ
Here, ru and rv are the costs of removing nodes u and v,
respectively,mu;v is the cost of matching u to v, andDomðMÞ
and ImðMÞ are the domain and image of the relation M.
Letting N t be the set of nodes of tree t, the distance can be
rewritten as:
Deditðt; t0Þ ¼
X
u2N t
ru þ
X
v2N t0
rv þ
X
ðu;vÞ2M
ðmuv  ru  rvÞ:
Hence, the distance is minimized by the set of correspon-
dences that maximize the utility
UðMÞ ¼
X
ðu;vÞ2M
ðru þ rv muvÞ: ð18Þ
We can identify information theoretic node removal and
merge costs by equating U above with the description length
advantageA. The costs that allow the unweighted problem to
be posed as an edit distance problem are rv ¼ ðm1 þ
m2ÞIðvÞ þ 12 logðm1 þm2Þ þ g for the removal of node v, and
mvv0 ¼ ðm1 þm2ÞIðvv0 Þ þ 12 logðm1 þm2Þ þ g for matching
node v with node v0. In the weighted case, the corresponding
edit costs are rv ¼ LLvwðD^; T^ jCÞ for the removal of node v and
mvv0 ¼ LLvv0w ðD^; T^ jCÞ for matching node vwith node v0.
Hence, our union-tree approach can be viewed as a
means of learning tree-edit costs. This has been a long-
standing problem since Fu et al. introduced the idea of
graph edit distance in the early 1980s [31], [6].
In our experimental analysis, we used the method
described in [37] to find the set of correspondences M	 ¼
argminMUðMÞ that approximately minimize the edit
distance.
6 PATTERN SPACES FROM UNION TREES
It is important to note that the mixture of weighted tree-
unions also provides a route to embedding shapes of the
same class in a pattern space. To do this, we use the
correspondences with the union tree to map each tree onto a
pattern vector. The components of the vector are unity if the
corresponding sample has a corresponding node, and zero
otherwise. We perform principal components analysis for
the sample trees assigned to each class. To do this, we
compute the covariance matrix for the pattern vectors and
project the pattern vectors onto the space spanned by the
leading eigenvectors of the covariance matrix.
We place the nodes of the union tree T c in any arbitrary
order. To each sample tree t we associate a pattern-vector
~xt ¼ ðx1; ; xnÞT 2 IRn, where n ¼ jN cj is the number of nodes
in the tree model T c. The component xtðiÞ of vector ~x is wti if
the tree tmaps a node to node i of the model, 0 otherwise. In
otherwords, we associate a pattern-vector~xt with the sample
tree whose components are equal to the weight of the
corresponding node in the union tree, if the node is present,
and are zero otherwise. For each union-tree T c, we compute
themeanpattern-vector~^xc ¼ E½~xt
 (i.e., the expectation of~xt),
and its covariance matrix c ¼ E½ð~xt  ~^xcÞð~xt  ~^xcÞT 
. Sup-
pose that the eigenvectors (ordered to decreasing eigenvalue)
are ~e1;~e2; . . . ;~eN c . The leading lsig eigenvectors are used to
form the columns of the matrix E ¼ ð~e1j~e2j::::j~elsigÞ. We
perform PCA on the sample-trees by projecting the pattern-
vectors onto the leading eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix. The projection of the pattern-vector for the sample
tree indexed t is~yt ¼ ET~xt. The distance between the vectors
in this space isDPCAðt; t0Þ ¼ ð~yt ~yt0 ÞT ð~yt ~yt0 Þ.
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Fig. 4. Merging sample trees into a single tree-model.
7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We illustrate the utility of the tree-clustering algorithm on
sets of shock trees. We commence from 2D shape silhouettes.
For each shape, we extract the skeleton using the method
outlined in [36]. The skeleton is the medial axis of the
silhouette (i.e., the set of points that are equidistant from
opposite object boundaries) and it is hence the locus of the
center of a circle that is bitangent to the object boundary. The
skeleton is segmented intobranches alongwhich the radiusof
the bitangent circle is either monotonically increasing or
decreasing. Eachbranch segment is thevertexof agraph.Two
vertices are connected by an edge if the associated branches
are adjacent. The exception is when the point of branch
contact is a minima of the radius of the bitangent circle. It is
straightforward to show that this graph is a forest [33]. In
order to transform the graph into a rooted tree, we add a
dummy root-vertex that represents the barycenter of the
silhouette. This dummy vertex is connected to the vertices
that correspond to branches that are adjacent to points
associated with a local maxima of the radius of the bitangent
circle. Fig. 5 shows an example silhouette, with its skeleton
superimposed, and the resulting shock-tree. Numeric labels
correspond to the labels on the skeletal branches, while the
dummy root is indicated by the symbol #. We consider two
variants of the shock tree matching problem. In the first
variant,weuse apurely structural approach. Thenodes in the
shock trees are givenuniformweight andwematchonly their
structure.The secondvariant isweighted.Here, asoutlined in
[35], we assign to each shock group, that is, to each node i of
shock tree t, a weight wti ¼ jjl1jj þ jjl2jj, where jjl1jj and jjl2jj
are the lengths of the “left” and “right” boundary segments
associated with the shock group. Our experiments are
divided into three parts. We commence by illustrating
qualitative examples of the clusters obtained with the two
variants of our algorithm. This suggests that the weighted
version is the most effective. We then focus in more detail on
some of the quantitative properties of the weighted version.
Finally, we provide a sensitivity analysis on synthetic data.
7.1 Clustering Examples
To illustrate the clustering process, we commence with a
study on a small database of 25 shapes. In order to asses the
quality of themethod,we compare the clusters defined by the
components of themixturewith those obtained by applying a
graph spectral pairwise clustering method to the distances
between graphs. The graph spectral clustering method is the
maximum-likelihood technique developed by Robles-Kelly
and Hancock [30]. This probabilistic method locates the
clusters by iteratively extracting the eigenvectors from the
matrix of edit-distancesbetween thegraphs so as tomaximize
a log-likelihood function. The edit distances are computed in
two alternative ways. First, we compute weighted edit
distance using the method outlined in Section 5. The second
method involves computing the distance matrix using the
projected tree-vectors obtained from PCA as described in
Section 6.
Fig. 6 shows the clusters extracted from the database of
25 shapes. The first columnshows the clusters extractedusing
the mixture of tree unions approach, and relies on a purely
structural representation of shape. The second column dis-
plays the clusters extracted from the weighted edit-distances
between shock-trees; here, the structural information is
enhanced with geometrical information. The third column
shows the clusters extracted from the distances obtained by
embedding the geometrically enhanced shock-trees in a
single tree-union. While there is some merge and leakage,
the clusters extractedwith themixture of treeunions compare
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Fig. 5. A silhouette, its skeleton, and the corresponding shock-tree.
Fig. 6. Clusters extracted with a purely structural mixture of trees approach versus pairwise clustering of attributed distances obtained with edit
distance and tree union. (a) Mixture of unattributed tree models. (b) Weighted edit-distance. (c) Union of attributed trees.
favorablywith thoseobtainedusing the alternative clustering
algorithms, even though these are based on data enhanced
with geometrical information. The second to last cluster
extracted using the mixture of tree unions deserves some
further explanation. The structure of the shock-trees of the
distinct tools in the cluster are identical. Hence, by using only
structural information, the method clusters the shock-trees
together. To distinguish between the objects, geometrical
informationmust be provided too.Hence, the two alternative
clustering methods are able to distinguish between the
wrenches, brushes, and pliers.
Fig. 7 compares the mixture of tree unions, and the
pairwise clustering methodwhen applied to the unweighted
edit distance between graphs. The clusters obtainedusing the
mixture of tree-unions are shown on the left, while those
obtained through the pairwise clustering of unweighted edit-
distance are shownon the right. These results suggest that the
mixture of tree-unionsmethod outperforms pairwise cluster-
ing of edit-distance on purely structural data.
It is also interesting to consider the relationship between
the edit distances defined on the union structure and the
conventional edit distance. Fig. 8 plots the distances obtained
using the union of weighted shock trees (x axis) versus the
corresponding pairwise edit distances (y axis). The main
feature to note from the plot is that the pairwise distance
method tends tounderestimate thedistancesbetweenshapes.
7.2 Quantitative Analysis
We now turn our attention to the properties of the weighted
variant of ourmixtureof treeunions clusteringmethod,when
applied to a largerdatabaseof 120 trees. Thedatabase consists
of 120 shapes divided into eight shape classes containing
15 shapes each.
To perform an initial evaluation of this database, we have
applied multidimensional scaling to the weighted edit
distances between the shock graphs for the different shapes.
By doing this, we embed points representing the graphs in a
low dimensional space spanned by the eigenvectors of a
similarity matrix computed from the pairwise distances. In
Fig. 9, we show the projection of the graphs onto the 2D space
spanned by the leading two eigenvectors of the similarity
matrix.Each label in theplot corresponds toaparticular shape
class. Label 1 identifies hands, label 2 horses, label 3 ducks,
label 4 men, label 5 pliers, label 6 screwdrivers, label 7 dogs,
and, finally, label 8 is associated with leaves. The plot clearly
shows the difficulty of this clustering problem. The shape
groups are not well separated. Rather, there is a good deal of
overlap between them. Furthermore, there are a considerable
number of outliers.
To assess the ability of the clustering algorithm to separate
the shape classes, we performed experiments on an increas-
ing number of shapes. We commenced with the 30 shapes
from the first two shape classes and then increased the
number of shape classes under consideration until the full set
of 120 shapes was included. We compare the clusters
obtained with the mixture of tree-unions approach with the
result obtainedbyapplying thepairwise clustering algorithm
to two different distance measure. The first of these is
approximate edit-distancedescribed in [37],while the second
is a tree distance metric that can be computed in polynomial
time [38]. The distance metric between trees t1 and t2 is
computedusing the functionðu; vÞ that gauges the similarity
between node u in t1 and node v in t2. The similarity measure
for the two trees isSðt1; t2Þ ¼ max

P
ðu;vÞ2
 ðu; vÞ, where 
 is
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Fig. 7. Comparison of clusters obtained from nonattributed edit-distance
and mixture of trees. (a) Mixture of tree models. (b) Pairwise clustering
from edit-distance.
Fig. 8. Scatter plot of the distances computed using the edit-union
versus the corresponding pairwise edit distance.
Fig. 9. Two-dimensional multidimensional scaling of the pairwise
distances of the shock graphs. The numbers correspond to the shape
classes.
a subtree isomorphismbetween t1 and t2. Hence, the distance
metric is defined as:
Dmetricðt1; t2Þ ¼ 1 Sðt1; t2Þ
maxðjt1j; jt2jÞ :
Additionally, we explore the use of two graph-spectral
algorithms for clustering the different distance measures.
The first is the maximum-likelihood method described
earlier [30]. The second is the matrix factorization algorithm
developed by Perona and Freeman in [28].
In order to assess the quality of the groupings, we have
used two well-known cluster-validation measures [18]. The
first is the standard classification rate. To compute the
measure, for each cluster, we note the predominant shape
class. Those graphs assigned to the cluster which do not
belong to the predominant shape class are deemed to be
misclassified. The classification rate is a fraction of graphs
belonging to the predominant cluster shape classes divided
by the total number of graphs. This measure exhibits a well-
known bias toward a large number of classes. To overcome
this, we also used the Rand index. The Rand index is defined
as RI ¼ AAþB . Here, A is the number of “agreements” that is
the number of pairs of graphs that belong to the same class
and that are assigned to the same cluster andB is the number
of “disagreements,” that is, the number of pairs of graphs that
belong to different shape classes and that are assigned to
different clusters. The index is hence the fraction of graphs of
a particular shape class that are closer to an graph of the same
class than to one of another class.
Fig. 10 plots theproportion of shapes correctly classified as
the number of shape classes is increased. The mixture of tree
unions appears as the curvemarkedwith “boxes” and clearly
outperforms the alternatives by a substantial margin,
irrespective of which pairwise clustering method or which
distance measure is used. The margin of improvement is
greatest for large numbers of shape-classes. Fig. 11 compares
the value of the Rand index obtainedwith the mixture of tree
unions method and the values obtained with the alternative
distancemeasures and clustering algorithms, as a function of
the number of shape-classes. Again, the result of using the
mixture of tree-unions is marked with “boxes.” It is
interesting to note that for our method and the spectral
clustering method of Robles-Kelly and Hancock [30] the
value of the Rand index increases with the number of shape
classes present. This is due to the fact that the more shape-
classes that are present, the less the measure punishes
overfitting. With a small number of classes, the Perona-
Freeman algorithm separates the graphs into a smaller
number of clusters and, hence, produces the least overfitting.
However, as we increase the number of shape classes, the
mixture of tree unions method produces better results,
outperforming both the Robles-Kelly and Hancock, and the
Perona-Freeman pairwise clustering methods.
We now turn our attention to the results of applying
PCA to the union trees, as described in Section 6. Fig. 12
displays the first two principal components of the sample-
tree distribution for the embedding spaces extracted from
six shape classes. In most cases, there appears to be a tightly
packed central cluster with a few shapes scattered further
away than the rest. This separation is linked to substantial
variations in the structure of the shock trees. For example,
in the shape-space formed by the class of pliers, the outlier
is the only pair-of-pliers with the nose closed. In the case of
the horse-class, the outliers appear to be the cart-horses
while the inliers are the ponies.
7.3 Synthetic Data
To augment these real-world experiments, we have fitted the
mixture of weighted tree unions to synthetically generated
data. Our aim here has been to characterize the sensitivity of
the algorithm to cluster merging. We have randomly
generated a number of unweightedprototype trees and, from
each tree, we have generated structurally perturbed copies.
Theprocedure forgeneratingtherandomtreeswasasfollows:
We commence with an empty tree (i.e., one with no nodes)
andwe iteratively add the required number of nodes. At each
iteration, nodes are added as children of one of the existing
nodes. The parents are randomly selected with uniform
probability from among the existing nodes. The trees are
perturbedbyrandomlyaddingtherequirednumberofnodes.
The sample of tree used in our study is controlled by
increasing the number of prototypes, and increasing the
degree of structural perturbation towhich they are subjected.
We tested the performance of the mixture of weighted tree
unions, on samples generated from two, three, and four
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Fig. 10. Proportion of correct classifications obtained with the mixture of
trees versus those obtained with pairwise clustering.
Fig. 11. Rand index obtained with the mixture of trees versus those
obtained with pairwise clustering.
prototypes of 10 nodes each. The amount of perturbation or
noise is increased from an initial 10 percent to a maximum of
50 percent of the total number of nodes. Fig. 13 plots the
fraction of pairs of trees that are correctly classified as
belonging to the same or different clusters as the noise is
increased.Fromthisplot, it is clear that themethodworkswell
with compact and well-separated clusters. However, the
algorithmundergoesa suddendrop inperformancewhen the
structural variability of the class reaches 40percent of the total
number of nodes of the prototypes. Furthermore, whenmore
prototypes are used, then the distance between the clusters is
smaller and, consequently the classes are harder to separate.
8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an information theoretic
framework for clustering trees and for learning a generative
model of the variation in tree structure. The problem is posed
as that of learning a mixture of tree unions. We demonstrate
howthe threesetsofoperationsneededto learn thegenerative
model,namely,nodecorrespondence, treemerging,andnode
probability estimation, can each be couched in terms of
minimizing a description length criterion. We provide
variants of algorithm that can be applied to samples of both
weighted and unweighted trees. Moreover, we illustrate the
relationship between classical tree edit distance, and thenode
entropy in our model. The method is illustrated on the
problem of learning shape-classes from sets of shock trees.
There are clearly a number of ways in which this work
described in this paper may be extended. First, we have
concentrated on trees, and there is scope for generalizing the
method to graphs. Second, the method only accommodates
nodeprobabilities, andan importantpriority is to incorporate
structures with weighted edges and to allow for edge-
probabilities. Third, the optimization process is extremely
simplistic, and prone to convergence to local optima. Hence,
there is a need to investigate the use of more sophisticated
methods suchasmean field annealingor evolutionary search.
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